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Versatile and seasoned software engineer with a rich and diverse skill
set spanning over 9 years, specializing in HTML5, CSS, Tailwind CSS,
React, Angular, MongoDB, Express, and Node.js. Proven track record as
a Solidity blockchain developer, crypto enthusiast, and NFT creator
using Remix IDE and Cranq. I am the visionary behind Chirpsky, a
groundbreaking Full Stack Social Media app designed to champion
constitutional rights, decentralization, and blockchain freedom. With a
passion for creativity and innovation, I've successfully crafted multiple
NFT collections and developed ChirpskyKite.net, a secure private
messaging app. My expertise lies in delivering process improvements
and innovative solutions that enhance efficiency, elevate customer
satisfaction, and elevate company standards. Committed to bringing
cutting-edge technology to the forefront and dedicated to pushing the
boundaries of what's possible in the digital landscape.

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY

100DEVS - Software Engineer
New York, NY • 03/2020 - 01/2023

BrandedBook - Software Engineer
New York, NY • 08/2016 - 02/2020

WORK HISTORY

Collaborative Problem-Solving: I collaborated closely with cross-
functional teams, including designers, product managers, and
quality assurance, to identify requirements, troubleshoot issues, and
deliver solutions that exceeded client expectations.

•

Full-Stack Development: I played a key role in developing
end-to-end solutions for various clients, working with technologies
such as Python, JavaScript, and PHP. This involved creating intuitive
user interfaces, building scalable backend systems, and integrating
third-party APIs.

•

Agile Development: I was an advocate for agile methodologies,
contributing to daily stand-up meetings, sprint planning, and
ensuring the team's adherence to best practices for project
management. This approach allowed us to consistently deliver
high-quality software on time and within budget.

•

Front-End Development: I specialized in creating engaging and
responsive user interfaces, ensuring a seamless user experience
across various devices and browsers. HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript
were my primary tools, and I paid close attention to detail to
achieve pixel-perfect designs.

•

E-Commerce Solutions: I had the privilege of developing and
maintaining e-commerce websites, integrating secure payment
gateways, managing product catalogs, and optimizing the checkout

•

SKILLS

Python (Django)•
SQL (PostgreSQL, MySQL)•
MongoDB•
Express•
API's•
GIT•
Angular•
Sanity•
JavaScript (ES6, ES7, React,
Redux, Node.js)

•

Typescript•
HTML5/ CSS / Tailwinds•
Smart Contracts 'Solidity
Blockchain Developer'

•

NFT && Cryptocurrency / Token
creation

•

Best Practices and Standards•

DeVry University
Online Campus • 01/2010

BBA: Business Administration

EDUCATION



process to improve conversion rates.
Web Performance Optimization: Performance was a top priority. I
implemented various techniques like image optimization, lazy
loading, and browser caching to ensure fast load times and optimal
page speed, resulting in improved SEO and user satisfaction.

•

English

Native or Bilingual

Russian

Native or Bilingual

LANGUAGES


